
Assembling the Catapult:

To completely assemble the catapult you’ll need to print three crossbars and one of everything else.  The catapult is designed 
to work with size 32 rubber bands and 14mm marbles. 
 

Insert the arm’s axle into the cams on the insides of both braces.  The cams should rotate freely.  Some printers may leave a 
little plastic on the inside of the cam, but this usually goes away after you put the arm through its range of motion a few tiems.

Push crossbars into the front and rear dovetails of the side braces and rotate the throwing arm forward so that it rests on the 
front crossbar with the convex side of the bowl pointing upwards.

Using the depressed channels as a guide, loop a rubber band over the vertical posts on the side braces. Rotate the throwing 
arm back towards the rear of the catapult-- the rubber band should rest in the notch on the back of the arm.  Insert the final 
crossbar into the dovetails on the braces’ vertical posts. 

You’re ready to go.  Three pennons and at least five bloxen are recommended for a rousing game of Seej. Core rules and free 
model downloads for Seej can be found at s33j.net.

Eye protection is advised, because damaged corneas are no fun. At all.

Have at thee!
 

Other fine Zheng3 models are available for free download from The Forge. 
Also check out Zheng3.com for 3D printing news and updates! 

ZHENG3

NOTE: Once this model is printed it may contain small parts that are unsuitable for children or pets. Do not attempt to eat this model.

Have fun with the 2015 Seej Starter Set!

ALSO FROM ZHENG LABS

If you’re interested in receiving updates about new Zheng3 
models, might we suggest you join The Horde?

The Horde is a mailing list with one, maybe two emails a month, 
fresh from the skunkworks at Zheng Labs.  SPOILER: There’s a 
free model, unavailable elsewhere, for anyone who joins.

Pledge your allegiance! Hop on over to horde.zheng3.com and 
take a look.  

The 2015 Seej Starter Set is distributed under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 
Share-Alike License.

You are free:

to Share — to copy, distribute and transmit the work
to Remix — to adapt the work
to make commercial use of the work 

Attribution — You must attribute the work in the manner specified by the author or 
licensor (but not in any way that suggests that they endorse you or your use of the 
work).

Share Alike — If you alter, transform, or build upon this work, you may distribute the 
resulting work only under the same or similar license to this one. 

Donate here with a pay-what-you-like download and support Open Source design.
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